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ABSTRACT

The MM ro-vibrational line list for methane (12CH4) is presented; MM covers wavelengths λ > 0.83 µm (wavenum-
bers up to 12 000 cm−1) and contains over 50 billion transitions between 9 155 208 states with total angular mo-
mentum J ≤ 60. MM was generated through solution of the nuclear motion Schrödinger equation using variational
program TROVE for an empirically-derived potential energy surface (PES) and a new high-level ab initio dipole
moment surface. The PES was constructed by fitting the ro-vibrational energies of CH4 to a set of highly accurate,
experimentally-derived energies. Molecular states are classified using the Td(M) symmetry group and are fully as-
signed with rotation and vibration quantum numbers. The MM line list is adapted to high-resolution applications
by replacing the calculated ro-vibrational energies with the experimentally-derived values where available, namely
for 23 208 states with J ≤ 27 below 9986 cm−1. Doing so leads to over 1 000 000 experimentally-derived CH4 lines
compared to approximately 330 000 lines of 12CH4 in the HITRAN database. The MM line list is shown to be more
complete than the recent HITEMP methane line list. Methane spectra computed using MM across a broad range of
temperatures and wavenumbers show excellent agreement with experiment. The MM line list supersedes the previous
ExoMol methane line lists 10to10 and 30to10 both in terms accuracy and coverage. Together with the pre-computed
ExoMolOP molecular atmospheric opacity tables, it is now the recommended CH4 dataset in the ExoMol database
(www.exomol.com).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Methane was detected in the exoplanet HD189733b by Swain
et al. (2008). Since then, there were many more tentative de-
tections of CH4 in hot exoplanetary atmospheres using both
the low and high resolution methods (see (Beaulieu et al.
2011) and references therein). Although methane is expected
to be have significant presence in H2-rich atmospheres at tem-
peratures below ∼600 K (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Lodders &
Fegley 2002), there were no robust detection of CH4 at these
temperatures, see. e.g. Stevenson et al. (2010); Knutson et al.
(2014); Benneke et al. (2019b,a); Blain et al. (2021). Very re-
cently, methane was detected in the JWST spectra of K2-18b
at ∼ 5σ confidence by Madhusudhan et al. (2023), thus re-
solving the problem of the lack of CH4 in the atmospheres of
low temperature exoplanets (Madhusudhan & Seager 2011).

Methane is one of the dominant constituents of atmo-
spheres of Brown dwarfs (Bochanski et al. 2011; Canty et al.
2015). The quality of the line lists have been shown to play
critical role for the atmospheric retrievals of these objects,
both in therms of the completeness (Yurchenko et al. 2014)
and accuracy (Hood et al. 2023). JWST now provides an ideal

⋆ The corresponding author: j.tennyson@ucl.ac.uk

platform for the spectroscopy of CH4 in even cooler objects,
Y dwarfs (Lacy & Burrows 2023).

The first ExoMol line list for methane, 10to10 (Yurchenko
& Tennyson 2014; Yurchenko et al. 2014), containing almost
10 billion transitions, was developed back in 2014 to meet
the huge demand for methane spectroscopic data in the exo-
planetary and cool star research. 10to10 revolutionised atmo-
spheric retrievals, demonstrating the considerable importance
of hot transitions at elevated temperatures (Yurchenko et al.
2014). Many exoplanetary atmospheric studies have utilised
the 10to10 line list (Tennyson & Yurchenko 2021), such as
for example, the discovery of carbon and nitrogen bearing
species in the hot Jupiter exoplanet HD 209458 b (Giacobbe
et al. 2021). Although 10to10 filled the gaps in methane high-
temperature absorption by providing the necessary complete-
ness, it was shown to be not sufficiently accurate in NIR, espe-
cially for high-resolution spectroscopic applications of brown
dwarfs and exoplanets (Hood et al. 2023). The higher reso-
lution Doppler spectroscopy technique (Snellen 2014; Birkby
2018) is now an integral part of modern exoplanetary atmo-
spheric studies (Brogi & Line 2019; Brogi & Birkby 2021) and
is providing definitive detections of molecules based on high-
resolution laboratory spectroscopic data (Brogi et al. 2012).

The 10to10 line list was based on an empirically-refined
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2 Yurchenko et al.

potential energy surface (PES) constructed through fitting
to high-resolution experimental data available from the spec-
troscopic literature at that time. Since then, a large num-
ber of high-quality laboratory methane data has been made
available (see a comprehensive review of the experimental
literature on the methane experimental spectroscopy in Ke-
fala et al. (2024)). The line list production in the ExoMol
database has also seen significant developments, most notably
towards the high-resolution applications, see, for example,
Bowesman et al. (2021). The current ExoMol line list produc-
tion relies on the extraction of all meaningful experimental ro-
vibrational line positions from the literature and subsequent
processing them through the MARVEL (Measured Active
Rotational Vibrational Energy Levels) algorithm (Furten-
bacher et al. 2007; Császár et al. 2007; Furtenbacher &
Császár 2012; Tóbiás et al. 2019; Tennyson et al. 2023).
MARVEL produces a consistent dataset of highly accurate
empirical-quality energy levels which serves two purposes: (i)
to refine the PES for the improvement of the accuracy of
the predicted line positions, and (ii) to replace the computed
line list energy levels with the more accurate MARVEL val-
ues. The latter process is known as a ‘MARVELisation’ pro-
cedure. In this work, we use a newly established MARVEL
dataset of 12CH4 energy levels compiled from the most up-
to-date experimental spectroscopic data (Kefala et al. 2024).
Our MARVEL dataset of CH4 contains 23 264 states de-
termined from 82173 transition frequencies from 96 experi-
mental sources. It is the most comprehensive experimentally-
derived set of CH4 energies that we know of and it is central
to the production of the MM line list. Using the variational
code TROVE (Yurchenko et al. 2007), we have computed
50 395 644 806 lines, covering 9 155 208 ro-vibrational states
for J ≤ 60, with transitions in the wavenumber range 0 to
12000 cm−1 for upper state energies up to E′ = 18 000 cm−1

and lower state energies E′′ = 10 000 cm−1. The calculated
CH4 energies have been MARVELised using values from Ke-
fala et al. (2024) and will be continually improved upon as
new experimental data is published. The MM line list is rec-
ommended to replace the outdated 10to10 and 30to10 Exo-
Mol line lists.

The importance of methane has led to the construction
of many line lists (Borysow et al. 2003; Hargreaves et al.
2012; Yurchenko & Tennyson 2014; Nikitin et al. 2014; Harg-
reaves et al. 2015; Rey et al. 2017; Makhnev et al. 2018; Har-
greaves et al. 2020). Here we concentrate on those complete
enough to be reliable at higher temperatures. The TheoReTS
database (Rey et al. 2016) contains the CH4 line list of Rey
et al. (2014, 2017) which has been shown to be accurate for a
large range of temperatures (Wong et al. 2019), and to out-
perform the 10to10 line list in the accuracy of line positions,
particularly at higher frequencies. The TheoReTS CH4 line
list has been very useful in the analysis of laboratory data
(Rodina et al. 2019; Nikitin et al. 2020) and facilitated a se-
ries of methane data releases in the past few years, see e.g.
Kefala et al. (2024). The line list of Rey et al. (2014, 2017)
forms the basis of the HITEMP CH4 line list (Hargreaves
et al. 2020), a hot synthetic line list applicable for temper-
atures up to 2000 K. This line list has been adopted by nu-
merous exoplanetary groups, especially those specialising in
high-resolution retrievals, see, e.g. Gandhi et al. (2020). The
TheoReTS line list also utilised an empirically constructed
PES of CH4 and was continuously improved by replacing the

calculated ro-vibrational line positions with experimental val-
ues.

2 POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

A new empirical PES of CH4 was constructed for the present
work. We started from the highly accurate ab initio potential
energy surface (PES) of methane by Owens et al. (2016),
which is given analytically as an expansion in terms of 1D
coordinates. Morse oscillator functions describe the stretch
coordinates,

ξi = 1− exp (−a(ri − rref)) ; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (1)

while symmetrised combinations of inter-bond angles are
used for the angular terms,

ξ5 =
1√
12

(2α12 − α13 − α14 − α23 − α24 + 2α34) , (2)

ξ6 =
1

2
(α13 − α14 − α23 + α24) , (3)

ξ7 =
1√
2
(α24 − α13) , (4)

ξ8 =
1√
2
(α23 − α14) , (5)

ξ9 =
1√
2
(α34 − α12) . (6)

Here r1, r2, r3, r4 are the C–H bond lengths and α12, α13, α14,
α23 and α24 are the five ̸ (Hj–C–Hk) inter-bond angles where
j and k label the respective hydrogen atoms; a and rref are
the Morse and reference equilibrium structural parameter,
respectively.

The coordinate transformation from the six bending coor-
dinates αij to the five independent coordinates ξ5, ξ6, ξ7, ξ8,
and ξ9 defined by Eqs. (2–6) has to be complemented by the
redundancy condition (Halonen 1997),∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 cosα12 cosα13 cosα14

cosα12 1 cosα23 cosα24

cosα13 cosα23 1 cosα34

cosα14 cosα24 cosα34 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (7)

The potential energy function was represented by a sym-
metry adapted expansion

V (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6, ξ7, ξ8, ξ9) =
∑
ijk...

fijk...Vijk..., (8)

where Vijk... are symmetrised combinations of different per-
mutations of the coordinates ξi that transform according
to the A1 representation of the Td(M) molecular symmetry
group (Bunker & Jensen 1998a),

Vijk... = {ξ i
1ξ

j
2 ξ

k
3 ξ

l
4ξ

m
5 ξ n

6 ξ p
7 ξ

q
8 ξ

r
9 }Td . (9)

The ab initio PES of CH4 (Owens et al. 2016) was then
refined by fitting the expansion parameters fijk... in Eq. (9)
to the MARVEL energies of CH4 (Kefala et al. 2024) us-
ing the simultaneous fitting procedure by Yurchenko et al.
(2003) as implemented in TROVE (Yurchenko et al. 2007),
see also Yurchenko et al. (2011) and Yurchenko (2023). In
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this procedure, the newly determined PES is constrained to
the original ab initio PES to ensure the refinement does not
produce nonphysical deformations of the surface. Full details
of the variational calculations are given below in Sec. 4.

Only the J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 energies were used in the
fitting and only 77 potential parameters were refined. The
quality of the refinement is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the the-
oretical ro-vibrational energies of CH4 computed with the re-
fined PES are compared to the experimentally derived MAR-
VEL energies of CH4Ȧll 23 292 MARVEL energies from Ke-
fala et al. (2024) covering rotational excitations up to J = 27
are reproduced with an rms error of 0.14 cm−1. If we exclude
MARVEL energies that only have one transition supporting
them as possible outliers, i.e. no combination differences, the
rms error for the resulting 16 894 values reduces to 0.11 cm−1.

3 DIPOLE MOMENT SURFACE

The electric dipole moment surfaces (DMSs) of CH4 repre-
senting its µx, µy, and µz dipole moment components were
computed ab initio as first-derivatives of the electronic energy
with respect to an external electric field. To this end, the cen-
tral finite difference scheme was used with an external electric
field of ±0.005 a.u. along each x, y and y Cartesian coordinate
axes. Calculations were done at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ
level of theory in the frozen core approximation using the
quantum chemistry package MOLPRO (Werner et al. 2015).
We used the same nine-dimensional grid of 97 721 nuclear ge-
ometries covering energies up to hc · 50 000 cm−1 that was
used to calculate the ab initio PES of Owens et al. (2016).

To construct the DMSs of CH4 analytically, we followed the
procedure of Yurchenko et al. (2013) and Owens et al. (2017)
based on the symmetrised molecular bond (SMB) representa-
tion of DMSs of XY4-type molecules. In this representation,
the molecular dipole moment vector is projected onto the
symmetrically independent reference vectors ni (i = 1, 2, 3)
given by,

n1 =
1

2
(e1 − e2 + e3 − e4) , (10)

n2 =
1

2
(e1 − e2 − e3 + e4) , (11)

n3 =
1

2
(e1 + e2 − e3 − e4) , (12)

where the unit vectors along the four C–H bonds are,

ei =
ri − r0
|ri − r0|

; i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (13)

Here, r0 is the position vector of the C nucleus and ri is
the position of the respective Hi atom. The three reference
vectors ni span the F2 irreducible representation in Td.

The ab initio dipole moment vector µ is given by

µ = µxn1 + µyn2 + µzn3, (14)

where µα (α = x, y, z) are the dipole moment surfaces (also
of F2 symmetry) taking the form,

µα(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6, ξ7, ξ8, ξ9) =
∑
ijk...

F
(α)
ijk...µ

F2
α,ijk.... (15)

The expansion terms µF2
α,ijk... are constructed as symmetrised

F2 symmetry combinations of different permutations of the
coordinates ξi,

µF2
α,ijk... = {ξ i

1ξ
j
2 ξ

k
3 ξ

l
4ξ

m
5 ξ n

6 ξ p
7 ξ

q
8 ξ

r
9 }F2α , (16)

where we use,

ξi = (ri − rref) exp
(
−β(ri − rref)2

)
; i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (17)

for the stretches and the angular coordinates as in Eqs. (2 –
6). The four stretching coordinates span the F2α representa-
tion of the Td(M) symmetry group. A sixth order expansion
was employed. The expansion coefficients F

(α)
ijk... α = x, y, z

were determined simultaneously through a least squares fit-
ting to the ab initio data. A total of 265 parameters were
used (including the reference parameter rref = 1.256 Å) and
reproduced the ab initio data with a root-mean-square (rms)
error of 0.0049 Debye. All parameters defining the PES and
DMSs of CH4 are provided as a supplementary material along
with Fortran 95 routines to construct the corresponding an-
alytic representations. We also provide an input file for the
TROVE program, which contains both the parameters and
the subroutines, respectively.

4 VARIATIONAL CALCULATIONS

To calculate the ro-vibrational spectrum (or line list) of CH4

we solve the Schrödinger equation for the motion of the C and
H nuclei using the variational program TROVE (Yurchenko
et al. 2007). TROVE is an open-access1 nuclear motion
code for arbitrary, medium size polyatomic molecules. It can
provide a complete solution for modern spectroscopic high-
resolution applications, including the refinement of the PES
by fitting to experimental ro-vibrational energies, and com-
puting extensive molecular line lists (Tennyson & Yurchenko
2017). The calculation setup is very similar to that employed
in Yurchenko & Tennyson (2014), but here we utilise a more
accurate kinetic energy operator (KEO) and PES, and a
larger ro-vibrational basis set.

4.1 Kinetic energy operator

The KEO was represented in an Eckart frame, see, e.g.
Yurchenko (2023), as a sixth-order expansion in terms of nine
curvilinear coordinates given by,

ξi = ri − re, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (18)

and ξj , i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 as in Eqs. (2 – 6). Here, re is the
equilibrium value of the bond length C–Hi. The expansion
was performed using the automatic differentiation method
implemented in TROVE (Yachmenev & Yurchenko 2015).
Our previous CH4 line list 10to10 was computed using a
similar KEO expansion but in terms of linearised coordi-
nates, which possessed slower convergence (Yachmenev &
Yurchenko 2015).

1 github.org/exomol
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Figure 1. Residual fitting errors of the calculated (TROVE) energy term values (cm−1) of CH4 as obs.-calc. differences from the
experimentally derived (MARVEL) values as function of J for different polyad numbers P .

4.2 Basis set

The vibrational basis wavefunctions were constructed using
a multi-step contraction scheme detailed below, based on the
the following polyad condition applied at each step

P = 2(v1 + v2 + v3 + v4) + v5 + v6 + v7 + v8 + v9 ≤ 14, (19)

where vi is a vibrational quantum number associated with
a one-dimensional primitive basis function ϕvi(ξi) (i =
1, 2, 3, . . . , 9). In the conventional normal mode representa-
tion this condition corresponds to

P = 2(n1 + n3) + n2 + n4, (20)

where n1, n2, n3 and n4 are the standard normal mode quan-
tum numbers used for methane (Albert et al. 2009). This is

a significant improvement in the accuracy comparing to the
10to10 model, where a P = 10 basis set was used.

At contraction step 1, nine sets of one-dimensional prim-
itive basis function ϕvi(ξi) (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 9) are generated
using the Numerov-Cooley (Cooley 1961; Noumerov 1924)
method by solving the 1D Schrödinger equations for 1D
Hamiltonian operators obtained by freezing all but one vi-
brational coordinate in the 9D Hamiltonian operator (J = 0)
at their equilibrium values.

At step 2, the 9D coordinate space is divided into the
three reduced sub-spaces, (i) {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4}, (ii) ξ5, ξ6,
and (iii) ξ7, ξ8, ξ9 as dictated by Td symmetry; each of
the sub-spaces is symmetrically independent and can be
processed separately. For each of these sub-spaces, three
reduced Hamiltonian operators were constructed as follows,

Ĥ(1)(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) = ⟨05, 06, 07|⟨08, 09|Ĥ|08, 09⟩|05, 06, 07⟩, (21)

Ĥ(2)(ξ5, ξ6) = ⟨01|⟨02|⟨03|⟨04|⟨07, 08, 09|Ĥ|07, 08, 09⟩|04⟩|03⟩|02⟩|01⟩, (22)

Ĥ(3)(ξ7, ξ8, ξ9) = ⟨01|⟨02|⟨03|⟨04|⟨05, 06|Ĥ|05, 06⟩|04⟩|03⟩|02⟩|01⟩, (23)

where |0⟩k are ground state vibrational basis functions ϕ0(ξk)
(k = 1, . . . , 9). These yield the following three eigenvalue
problems,

Ĥ(i)(ξ(i))Φ
(i)
λi
(ξ(i)) = EλΦ

(i)
λs
(ξ(i)). (24)

Because of the property of the Hamiltonian operator to com-
mute with the symmetry operations of the group in ques-
tion, see Yurchenko (2023), such as Td(M), all eigenvectors
of Eq. (24) are expected to transform according to some irre-
ducible representations Γ ∈ Td(M). TROVE uses standard
irreducible representation techniques together with a symme-
try sampling method (Yurchenko et al. 2017) to classify these
eigenfunctions according to the group symmetry.

The three sets of eigenfunctions Φ
(i)
λ1
(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4),

Φ
(ii)
λ2

(ξ5, ξ6) and Φ
(iii)
λ3

(ξ7, ξ8, ξ9) resulting from these solutions
were symmetrised and assigned local mode quantum num-
bers (i) v1, v2, v3, v4, (ii) v5, v6, and (iii) v7, v8, v9 and vibra-
tional symmetry Γvib. The final 9D vibrational basis func-
tions ΦΓa

λ1,λ2,λ3
were then formed as symmetry adapted com-

binations of products Φ
(1)
λ1

, Φ(2)
λ2

and Φ
(3)
λ3

,

ΦΓa
λ1,λ2,λ3

= {Φ(1)
λ1

× Φ
(2)
λ2

× Φ
(3)
λ3

}Γa ,

where Γa is an irreducible representation of Td(M),

Γa = {A1, A2, Ea, Eb, F1x, F1y, F1z, F2x, F2y, F2z}.

The pure vibrational (J = 0) 9D Schrödinger equations
were solved on this contracted symmetry adapted basis set
ΦΓ

λ

ĤΦJ=0,Γ
λ = EJ=0,Γ

λ ΦJ=0,Γ
λ .

At step 3, the J = 0 eigenfunctions ΦJ=0,Γ
λ were turned

into a vibrational basis set. To this end, all vibrational matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian as well as of the DMSs, origi-
nally computed in the primitive basis set, were transformed
to the J = 0 representation. In order to reduce the otherwise
impractically large J = 0 basis set even more, it is further
truncated using the intensity basis set pruning (IBSP) intro-
duced by Owens et al. (2017), see also Mant et al. (2018)
who it applied it to C2H4 calculations. The idea of IBSP is
to remove specific vibrational functions of states with only
a marginal contribution to the absorption opacity (smaller
than some intensity threshold Imax).

The vibrational absorption band intensities were com-
puted between all J = 0 states of CH4. These intensities
(cm/molecule) are shown in Fig. 2, where we used a high
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ExoMol line lists – LVII: CH4 5

Figure 2. Intensity pruning: Blue filled circles are pure vibrational
intensities (cm/molecule) at T = 3000 K as a function of the upper
state energy term values. Red open circles indicate states selected
for the final vibrational basis set in ro-vibrational calculations.

T = 3000 K as a reference value describing highest excita-
tion. The intensities at Ẽ > 22000 cm−1 appear to grow
in a nonphysical manner, indicating some numerical issues
in the TROVE calculations for very high excitations. Before
this effect kicks in, the intensities of the high overtone tran-
sitions reduce exponentially by 4 orders of magnitude down
to 10−22 cm/molecule at T = 3000 K The corresponding up-
per energies above some wavenumber threshold (chosen to be
hc 18 700 cm−1) are therefore omitted from the final vibra-
tional basis set as not very significant spectroscopically.

We also removed certain states with weaker band inten-
sities above hc 15 600 cm−1 shown in Fig. 2, using an em-
pirical threshold of Ivib < 1.2 × 10−18 exp(−0.0006 · Ẽ′cm),
where the coefficients were selected to reduce the basis set to
a manageable size for the high-performance computing facil-
ities available to us (see below). The final pruned vibrational
(J = 0) basis set consisted of 28 758 functions: 1336 of A1,
1025 of A2, 2439×2 of E, 3419×3 of F1 and 3754×3 of F2

symmetry.
At step 4, the J = 0 eigenfunctions were used to construct

the ro-vibrational basis functions,

ΦJ,Γ
ivib,n

=
{
Φ

(J=0),Γvib
ivib

× |J,Γrot, n⟩
}Γ

, (25)

to solve the ro-vibrational eigen-problem for J ≥ 0, in the
so-called J = 0 representation. In Eq. (25), Γ, Γvib and Γrot

are the total, vibrational and rotational symmetries in Td(M),
respectively, ivib is a TROVE vibrational index to count the
Φ

J=0,Γvib
ivib

functions regardless of their symmetry, n is a rota-
tional counting number, see Section 4.3. For further details
of the TROVE symmetry-adaptation and contraction pro-
cedure, see Yurchenko et al. (2017).

The ro-vibrational basis, and hence the corresponding
Hamiltonian matrices, were further pruned by applying an
energy threshold as follows

Ẽapprox
v,J = Ẽ(J=0),Γvib

v + Ẽ(v=0),Γrot
n < 25 000 cm−1,

where Ẽ
(J=0),Γvib
v is a J = 0 eigenvalue and

Ẽ(v=0),Γrot
n = BJ(J + 1)

is a rigid rotor energy estimate. The sizes of the matrices

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
0

50000

100000

150000

200000

250000

300000

N
 (F

1)

J

Figure 3. The dimension of the F1 Hamiltonian matrices as a
function of J .

NF1(J) for Γ = F1 as a function of J are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The dimensions of the other matrices are approximately re-
lated to NF1(J) as

NF1(J) ≈ NF2(J) ≈ 3NA1(J) ≈ 3NA2(J) ≈
3

2
NE(J).

In Td(M), the ro-vibrational basis set consists of ten irre-
ducible representations A1, A2, Ea, Eb, F1x, F1y, F1z, F2x,
F2y, F2z, where only A1, A2, Ea, F1x and F2x need to be
processed to provide unique solutions. For each J , five ro-
vibrational Hamiltonian matrices were constructed and diag-
onalised using the eigensolver DSYEV from LAPACK (An-
derson et al. 1999) as implemented in Intel’s MKL libraries.

4.3 Rotational basis set and symmetrisation

The rotational basis |J,Γrot, n⟩ used for the spherical top CH4

in Eq. (25) are not the standard Wang combinations. The lat-
ter cannot form symmetry adapted combinations that trans-
form irreducibly according to Td(M). This is because some of
the equivalent rotations of the group cannot be related to the
standard rotational operations associated with the molecular
frame axes Rx, Ry or Rz. This is discussed in detail by Bunker
& Jensen (1998a), Alvarez-Bajo et al. (2011) and Yurchenko
(2023).

In this work, the irreducible representations Γ were defined
using the standard irreducible technique, see, e.g. Bunker &
Jensen (1998a), where the reducible representations are con-
structed by applying the equivalent rotations R(α, β, γ) of
Td(M) to the rigid rotor wavefunctions |J, k,m⟩ as given by

R(α, β, γ)|J, k,m⟩ =
J∑

k′=−J

D
(J)∗
k′,k (α, β, γ)|J, k

′,m⟩. (26)

Here, α, β and γ are the Euler angles, k and m are the pro-
jections of the rotational angular momentum on the molec-
ular fixed z and laboratory fixed Z axes, respectively, and
D

(J)∗
k′,k (α, β, γ) are the Wigner D functions. The angles of the

equivalent rotation operations R(α, β, γ) of Td(M) were taken
from Alvarez-Bajo et al. (2011), see their Table 4.

The symmetry adapted rotational basis functions were
then constructed as linear combinations of |J, k,m⟩ involv-
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6 Yurchenko et al.

ing a range of k values

|J,Γrot, n⟩ =
J∑

k=−J

T
(J,Γrot)
n,k |J, k,m⟩, (27)

where n is simply a counting number for a given J and Γrot

and the rotational quantum number k can no longer be used
for classification as a rotational label and m is omitted in
the left hand side. The procedure has been established by
Yurchenko et al. (2017) and given in detail by Yurchenko
(2023).

4.4 Vibrational band centre correction

The J = 0 contraction scheme allows one to introduce an ad-
ditional, post-fitting systematic correction to the vibrational
energies (‘band centres’) following the empirical basis set cor-
rection (EBSC) approach from Yurchenko et al. (2009). This
is done by replacing the diagonal matrix elements of the vi-
brational Hamiltonian operator Ĥvib with the empirically-
derived values for the vibrational energies Ẽ

(J=0),Γvib
v , where

available. Indeed, Ĥvib is diagonal on the J = 0 basis set
and such a simple empirical shift is propagated to all the ro-
vibrational Hamiltonian matrices with J > 0 and hence to
the corresponding ro-vibrational energy levels obtained.

Empirical corrections were applied to 198 J = 0 energy
levels as the best averaged estimate relative to the MARVEL
energies below J = 8. The typical shifts were within 0.1 cm−1,
with the largest being 0.78 cm−1 and the rms difference being
0.48 cm−1. The full set of calculated J = 0 energies with the
empirical corrections is provided as supplementary material.

5 THE MM LINE LIST

The ro-vibrational Einstein A coefficients of CH4 were com-
puted with TROVE using the ro-vibrational eigen-functions
and ab initio electric DMS for all transitions between 0 and
12 000 cm−1, covering states up to J = 60, lower state ener-
gies below hc· 12 000 cm−1, and upper states energies below
hc· 18 000 cm−1. The Einstein A coefficients and energy lev-
els form the new line list for CH4, called MM (MARVELous
Methane), comprising of 50 395 644 806 lines and covering
9 155 208 ro-vibrational states. The ExoMol line list format
assumes a States file (.states), containing the state ID, en-
ergy term values (cm−1), total state degeneracies, state un-
certainties, lifetimes, quantum numbers and labels etc, and
Transition files (.trans), containing the upper/lower state
IDs and Einstein coefficients (s−1). The MM transitions are
sorted and divided into 1200 files in 100 cm−1 windows. Ex-
tracts from the States and Transition files are given in Ta-
bles 3 and 4, respectively.

5.1 Quantum numbers and labels

In order to help future users of our data, a variety of methane
quantum numbers (QN) and labels are provided as part of
the MM States file, see Table 3. Most importantly, the ro-
vibrational states of CH4 are classified by the rigorous quan-
tum numbers: the total angular momentum J and the total
symmetry Γtot, either A1, A2, E, F1, or F2 in the molec-
ular symmetry group Td(M) (Bunker & Jensen 2004). As

Table 1. Symmetries of the normal modes of methane in Td(M)
and their fundamental wavenumbers.

Mode Symmetry ν̃ cm−1 Type

1 A1 2916.45 symmetric stretch
2 E 1533.33 asymmetric bend
3 F2 3019.49 asymmetric stretch
4 F2 1310.76 asymmetric bend

non-rigorous quantum numbers, we provide ‘experimental’
(MARVEL), ‘normal mode’ and ‘local mode’ (TROVE) sets
of quantum numbers as follows.

The local mode set of quantum numbers is the basis for
other QN schemes. It consists of the TROVE quantum num-
bers v1, v2, . . . , v9 representing the excitation indices of the
1D primitive basis set functions ϕvi(ξi) and the vibrational
symmetry Γvib. The QN in TROVE are assigned using the
largest basis set contribution approach, where quantum la-
bels of a basis function with the largest magnitude of the
eigencoefficient are assumed as the QN of the eigenstate.
The primitive quantum numbers v1, v2, . . . , v9 are there-
fore propagated through our multi-step contraction proce-
dure described above, by applying the largest contribution
assignment at each contraction step. Having a representation
of all 9 quantum modes in the state assignment is extremely
useful, however, at high vibrational excitation it often leads
to ambiguous quantum numbers, repeating or missing QN
descriptions. An additional vibrational QN in TROVE is
the counting index ivib in Φ

J=0,Γvib
ivib

as in Eq. (25); ivib is a
unique identifier of the vibrational eigenfunctions, which are
also J = 0 basis functions, and therefore can be very useful
(see below).

The normal mode set consists of the following 15 labels:

Γtot, J, n,Γrot, n1, n2, L2, n3, L3,M3, n4, L4,M4,Γvib, NJ,Γtot ,

where Γrot and Γvib are the symmetries of the rota-
tional and vibrational wavefunction, respectively, n is
the rotational quantum number as in Eq. (27), and
n1, n2, L2, n3, L3,M3, n4, L4,M4 are the normal mode vi-
brational quantum numbers (see the mode designation in
Table 1). The normal mode QN scheme is based on the
properties of the harmonic oscillator functions, 1D for ν1,
isotropic 2D for ν2 and isotropic 3D for ν3 and ν4. We fol-
low Yurchenko & Tennyson (2014) and use the absolute val-
ues of the vibrational angular momentum quantum numbers
Li = ni, ni−2, . . . , 0(1). Mi ≤ Li is a multiplicity index used
to count states within a given ni, Li set, see Boudon et al.
(2006). The advantage of this scheme is that the angular mo-
mentum indices Li (for the E-type ν2 mode) and Mi (for
the F -type ν3 and ν4 modes) provide a one-to-one correspon-
dence to the symmetry of the corresponding component as
listed in Table 2. In fact, such a correspondence is common
for the 2D E-type symmetry isotropic harmonic oscillators,
see e.g. Bunker & Jensen (1998b); Yurchenko et al. (2005),
while the 3D isotropic harmonic oscillator quantum numbers
(Hougen 2001) are less common.

The normal mode assignment is in fact reconstructed using
the local mode quantum numbers. The easiest way to corre-
late them is at step 2 of the TROVE calculations, when the
three reduced eigenvalue problems in Eqs. (21–23) are solved.
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ExoMol line lists – LVII: CH4 7

Table 2. Symmetry classification of the 2D and 3D isotropic har-
monic oscillators for the corresponding vibrational angular mo-
mentum index L2 and the multiplicity index Mi (i = 3, 4, 0 ≤
Mi ≤ Li), respectively. n is an arbitrary integer, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

L2 Symmetry 2D Mi Symmetry 3D

0 A1 0 A1

3n A1, A2 12n+ 0 A1

3n± 1 E 12n+ 6 A2

6n± 2 E

4n+ 3 F1

4n+ 1 F2

Indeed, the local mode eigensolutions of the 4D Hamiltonian
Ĥ(1) in Eq. (21) need to match the combinations of stretch-
ing 1D and 3D harmonic oscillators only; the eigenvalues of
the 2D bending Ĥ(2) are easily matched to energies of a 2D
isotropic harmonic oscillator; and the eigenvalues of the 3D
bending reduced problem for Ĥ(3) are then correlated so-
lutions of a 3D harmonic oscillator. Once the correlation is
established, it is propagated through the multi-step assign-
ment procedure along with the local mode QN. Moreover, the
unique vibrational state index ivib can also be used to effi-
ciently re-assign the TROVE local mode QN to any other
QN scheme, which is possible even in the final data set.

The CH4 experimental quantum number set usually con-
sists of J , Γtot, polyad number P in Eq. (19) and a count-
ing number n, counting different states within the same J ,
Γtot and P . It is an extremely simple, and therefore pow-
erful, set for correlating methane spectroscopic data from
different sources. It has been adopted by the community as
the methane spectroscopic standard and it was used to clas-
sify the experimental data in the recent MARVEL work on
CH4 (Kefala et al. 2024). The disadvantage of the experi-
mental QN scheme is that it loses any connection with the
physics, such as, e.g., vibrational state, which can is required,
e.g., when it is important to know if a given state has a bend-
ing or stretching nature, whether it belongs to a forbidden or
combination band, and so on.

An important aspect of the ExoMol States file is the state
degeneracies gi = gns(2J + 1). For 12CH4, considering the
H nuclear spin, the nuclear statistical weight, gns, takes the
symmetry-dependent values 5, 5, 2, 3, and 3 for A1, A2, E,
F1, F2 respectively.

The electric dipole transitions obey the following
symmetry-determined selection rules:

A1 ↔ A2 , E ↔ E ,F1 ↔ F2 (28)

with the standard rotational angular momentum, J, selection
rules:

J ↔ J ± 1 , J ′ + J ′′ ̸= 0. (29)

5.2 Partition function

A partition function of CH4 computed using the MM line list
is provided as part of the line list package, covering the tem-
perature range from 0 to 2500 K on a grid of 1 K. In Fig. 4, the
MM partition function is compared to the HITRAN partition
function generated using the TIPS 2021 package (Gamache

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
0

1×105

2×105

3×105

4×105

5×105

6×105

7×105

Q
(T
)

wavenumber, cm-1

HITRAN TIPS 2021
MM

Figure 4. Partition functions of CH4: HITRAN TIPS 2021
(Gamache et al. 2021) and MM.

et al. 2021). The MM partition function closely agrees with
TIPS until about T = 2000 K, after which it slowly deviates,
underestimating the more complete TIPS partition function.
Hence, T = 2000 K is our estimated upper temperature limit
for completeness of the MMline list.

5.3 Opacities

Temperature- and pressure-dependent opacities of CH4 have
been generated using the ExoMolOP procedure (Chubb et al.
2021) for the MM line list. These are provided for four exo-
planet atmospheric retrieval codes ARCiS (Min et al. 2020),
TauREx (Al-Refaie et al. 2021), NEMESIS (Irwin et al. 2008)
and petitRADTRANS (Molliére et al. 2019). For the line
broadening, we assumed a 85% H2 and 15% He atmosphere
and Voigt line profile with the following parameters: γH2 =
0.12 cm−1, nH2 = 0.5, γHe = 0.05 cm−1 and nHe = 0.5.

6 SPECTROSCOPIC ILLUSTRATIONS

We use the MM line list to simulate spectra of CH4 to demon-
strate the accuracy of the line positions, the quality of the line
intensities, as well as its completeness especially at high tem-
peratures. To this end, we compare simulated spectra either
with experimental or theoretical spectra from the literature
or other databases.

We start with a comparison against the HITRAN spec-
trum of 12CH4 at T = 296 K. Figures 5 and 6 provides de-
tailed comparisons of MM and HITRAN ‘stick’ spectra at
T = 296 K, where absorption coefficients (cm/molecule) are
plotted as sticks as functions of the wavenumber covering
the region between 2700 and 12000 cm−1.There is very good
agreement between MM and HITRAN below 6200 cm−1,
where all the lines shown are MARVELised, also nicely il-
lustrating the completeness of the CH4 MARVEL energies
in this region. The MM spectrum below 2700 cm−1 agrees
with HITRAN as well or better. The incompleteness of the
CH4 MARVEL dataset, and therefore of the assigned ex-
perimental data available in the literature, is evident above
8200 cm−1. The agreement of the MM line positions with
HITRAN also deteriorates for polyads six and seven, which
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8 Yurchenko et al.

Table 3. Extract from the .states file of the CH4 MM line list.

i Ẽ (cm−1) gi J unc τ̃ Γtot P n n1 n2 l2 n3 l3 m3 n4 l4 m4 Γv n Γr iv Ci v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 Ma/Ca ẼCa (cm−1)

11527 3924.922540 15 1 0.002010 2.0200E-03 A1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 F1 1 F1 15 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 Ma 3924.949931
11528 4135.704754 15 1 0.002010 2.0200E-03 A1 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 F1 1 F1 18 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 Ma 4135.816306
11529 4327.267355 15 1 0.701000 7.0100E-01 A1 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 27 1.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Ca 4327.267355
11530 4379.046748 15 1 1.101000 1.1010E+00 A1 3 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 29 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 Ca 4379.046748
11531 4548.890837 15 1 0.002010 2.0200E-03 A1 3 5 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 F1 1 F1 32 -1.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Ma 4548.876003
11532 5237.031268 15 1 0.005000 5.0080E-03 A1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 F1 1 F1 42 -1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 Ma 5236.993580
11533 5405.815045 15 1 0.005000 5.0080E-03 A1 4 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 F1 1 F1 45 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 Ma 5405.790618
11534 5445.903757 15 1 0.007500 7.5050E-03 A1 4 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 3 F1 1 F1 48 0.73 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 Ma 5445.996059
11535 5470.022619 15 1 1.101000 1.1010E+00 A1 4 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 1 F1 1 F1 50 -0.74 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 Ca 5470.022619
11536 5622.856290 15 1 0.009000 9.0040E-03 A1 4 5 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 F1 1 F1 59 -0.93 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Ma 5622.906629
11537 5643.812311 15 1 0.009000 9.0040E-03 A1 4 6 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 F1 1 F1 61 -0.93 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Ma 5643.847392
11538 5660.316674 15 1 1.301000 1.3010E+00 A1 4 7 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 F1 1 F1 65 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 Ca 5660.316674
11539 5760.164670 15 1 0.007570 7.6320E-03 A1 4 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 71 -1.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Ma 5760.218373
11540 5838.639168 15 1 0.007570 7.6320E-03 A1 4 9 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 74 0.98 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Ma 5838.686695
11541 5856.277154 15 1 0.007570 7.6320E-03 A1 4 10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 80 -0.98 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Ma 5856.350922
11542 5881.226199 15 1 1.501000 1.5010E+00 A1 4 11 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 83 0.98 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 Ca 5881.226199
11543 5922.076567 15 1 1.101000 1.1010E+00 A1 4 12 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 F1 1 F1 85 0.98 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 Ca 5922.076567
11544 6071.512360 15 1 1.201000 1.2010E+00 A1 4 13 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 F1 1 F1 92 -1.00 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 Ca 6071.512360

i: State counting number.
Ẽ: State energy (in cm−1).
gi: Total degeneracy, equal to gins(2J + 1).
J : Total angular momentum.
unc: Uncertainty (in cm−1).
τ : lifetime (s−1).
Γtot: Total symmetry in Td(M).
P : Polyad number.
n: Polyad counting number (see text)
n1 − n4: Normal mode vibrational quantum numbers.
l2, l3, l4: Vibrational angular momenta quantum numbers.
m3,m4: Multiplicity index quantum numbers.
Γv: Symmetry of the vibrational contribution in Td(M).
n: Rotational counting number, see Eq. (25).
Γr: Symmetry of the rotational contribution in Td(M).
iv: vibrational state ID.
Ma/Ca: ‘Ma’ is for MARVEL and ‘Ca’ is for Calculated .
Ci: Largest coefficient used in the assignment.
v1 − v9 Local mode vibrational quantum numbers.
ẼCa: State energy term values in cm−1, Calculated (TROVE).

again reflects the limited experimental data used in the re-
finement of our PES. Our intensities, which are based on ab
initio DMSs, agree reasonably well with the HITRAN data
even at very high wavenumbers, which is illustrated in Fig. 7,
where we compare the HITRAN and MM line intensities as a
ratio IHITRAN/Icalc averaged over lines within 58 vibrational
bands for 204127 (out of 309683) lines we could establish the
correlation with. The averaging included all sub-bands cor-
responding to different symmetries and vibrational angular
moment quantum numbers l2, l3, l4 of each vibrational state
(ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4). The majority of points are safely within 5%.

Figure 8 shows the coverage of the MARVELisation of
MM in more detail. Using 23 292 MARVELised states only,
the T = 296 K MM spectrum of CH4 results in 1 371 651
experimental-quality lines. This is much larger than the
82173 experimentally assigned transitions used to produce
the MARVEL energy set. The HITRAN 2020 line list for
12CH4 contains 309 864 lines. Figure 8 is a great illustration
of the MARVEL methodology that leads to over one million
transitions of experimental quality. It should be noted, how-
ever, that even with this extension, the experimental dataset
is far from complete, even at room temperature. As is also

seen in Fig. 8, the spectroscopic range above 7000 cm−1 is
poorly represented by experiment, especially by assigned ex-
periment. Although HITRAN provides good coverage up to
9000 cm−1 and some coverage up to 11 500 cm−1, the vast
majority of these lines are only provided with approximate
lower state energies needed for the temperature variation of
the HITRAN intensities. We hope that our line list will help
assign experimental data on CH4 and in turn lead to im-
proved theoretical models.

Currently, the most comprehensive (accurate and com-
plete) line lists for CH4 are from TheoReTS (Rey et al. 2017),
MeCaSDa@VAMDC (Ba et al. 2013) and HITEMP (Har-
greaves et al. 2020). The latter is a compilation of the
T = 296 K HITRAN line list for 12CH4 and the TheoReTS
line list list by Rey et al. (2017). Figure 9 shows simulations
of absorption spectra of CH4 at T = 1000 K, T = 1500 K
and T = 2000 K at low resolution (1 cm−1) generated using
the HITEMP, TheoReTS and MM line lists. The TheoReTS
spectra, based on the TheoReTS line list for CH4 by Rey et al.
(2017), were computed by combining two contributions, (i)
strong lines and (ii) temperature dependent continuum (Har-
greaves et al. 2015). While there is generally good agreement
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ExoMol line lists – LVII: CH4 9

Figure 5. Absorption stick spectra of CH4 calculated using the MM line list at T = 296 K and compared to HITRAN (polyads 3,4,5).
All blue sticks (light or dark) correspond to MARVELised transitions, while the black sticks correspond to the calculated MM transitions.
Insets zoom in in some selected regions.

Figure 6. Absorption stick spectra of CH4 calculated using the MM line list at T = 296 K and compared to HITRAN (polyads 6,7,8).
All blue sticks (light or dark) correspond to MARVELised transitions, while the black sticks correspond to the calculated MM transitions.
Insets zoom in in some selected regions.

between the three spectra at T = 1000 K and T = 1500 K,
where MM is reasonably close both to HITEMP and Theo-
ReTS, at the higher temperature of T = 2000 K all three line
lists show significant deviation from each other especially at
higher frequencies as well as between the bands. These dis-
crepancies can be most likely attributed to the level of com-

pleteness of the line lists, with the TheoReTS based on the
largest and HITEMP on the smallest number of transitions
in these regions.

Another important benchmark is provided by Wong et al.
(2019), who reported experimental cross sections of 12CH4

at a set of temperatures from 295 K to 1000 K in the range
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10 Yurchenko et al.

Table 4. Extract from the .trans file of the CH4 MM line list.

f i Afi

2818679 2713208 4.2438E-05
1576056 1766199 2.1991E-04
206172 313386 4.9898E-04
975346 1195595 1.5380E-03

5940830 6346754 1.0693E-04
69748 36029 4.1670E-04

774558 972721 1.3866E-05
3552129 3812515 9.2443E-04
1768478 1572686 1.4323E-04
3442284 3179845 9.3747E-06
288440 195011 3.1192E-07

1968365 1650415 2.3694E-04
1576697 1244901 2.5908E-03

f : Upper state counting number;
i: Lower state counting number;

Afi: Einstein-A coefficient (in s−1).
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Figure 7. Average intensity ratio IHITRAN/Icalc between the
HITRAN and the MM line intensities with 58 bands.

5500 cm−1 to 8900 cm−1. In their paper they demonstrated
excellent agreement of the TheoReTS line list with the exper-
imental cross sections across the entire range of wavenumbers
and temperatures. In Fig. 10, we compare the MM simula-
tions at T = 1000 K on a grid of 0.0075 cm−1 to the CH4 cross
sections at the resolution of 2 cm−1 by Wong et al. (2019).
The agreement with the experiment for this hot spectrum is
comparable with the quality of TheoReTS demonstrated in
Wong et al. (2019). It is interesting that the experimental
cross sections in 8200–8900 cm−1 region are systematically
higher than both TheoReTS and MM. We currently do not
have an explanation for this discrepancy.

7 CONCLUSION

An extensive ro-vibrational line list for the main isotopologue
of methane MM is presented. The line list is meant to replace
the ExoMol 10to10 and 30to10 CH4 line lists from 2014; it is
both more complete and more accurate. It contains over 50
billion transitions and covers the frequency range from 0 to

Figure 8. Comparison of the HITRAN (bottom) and MM (top)
T = 296 K spectra. The blue points on the top display show line
intensities (cm/molecule) computed for the MARVELised states
only, while the grey area indicates the full coverage in the MM line
list.

12 000 cm−1 with rotational excitation up to J = 60. With
the lower energy cutoff of 10000 cm−1, it should be com-
plete up to 1500 K, with lower wavenumbers (∼7000 cm−1),
complete up to 2000 K. In fact, we show that at high tem-
peratures (> 1000 K) it is significantly more complete than
the HITEMP line list for CH4. The line list is based on a
new empirical potential energy surface, which was refined by
fitting to the experimentally derived energies of CH4, and
on a new kinetic energy operator, represented by a Taylor
expansion in terms of nine curvilinear coordinates. For inten-
sities, a new high level CCSD(T) dipole moment of CH4 was
used. The accuracy of the line list is further improved via the
MARVELisation procedure, where the computed energies are
replaced by the experimentally derived values (from Kefala
et al. (2024)). This is the ExoMol strategy to replace ener-
gies, not line positions, which provides a more consistent as
well as more global solution. Indeed, using the MARVELised
energy levels only, i.e. states levels characterised by experi-
mental quality, we were able to generate near 1 000 000 new
lines of that quality.

A room temperature spectrum computed with MM com-
pares well with HITRAN CH4 data, both in terms of the
line positions and intensities, including the very many unas-
signed transitions in HITRAN. Indeed, Kefala et al. (2024)
list about 50 high resolution measurements of CH4 spectra
which are either complete unassigned or only partially as-
signed. Our line list can undoubtedly help provide quantum
number assignments for a significant number of these works
as well providing updates for HITRAN. Our improvement is
not the last word in the line list provision for methane. Anal-
ysis of the high wavenumber CH4 spectra, especially above
> 7000 cm−1, will lead to more experimentally derived ener-
gies and facilitate further improvement of the PES of CH4.
We hope the turn-around time between the experiment, anal-
ysis and theory can now be made more efficient and quicker
than 10 years ago.

In order to facilitate the usage in the exoplanetary appli-
cations, as part of the MM ExoMol line list package, we also
provide a set of atmospheric opacities for four mainstream
codes, ARCiS, TauREx, NEMESIS and petitRADTRANS.
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Figure 9. Absorption spectra of CH4 simulated using the MM, TheoReTS and HITEMP line lists at T = 1000 K, T = 1500 K and
T = 2000 K on a grid of 1 cm−1. A Gaussian line profile with a half-width-at-half maximum (HWHM) of 1 cm−1 was used.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the theoretical high temperature (T = 1000 K) MM cross sections of CH4 with the experimental cross sections
by Wong et al. (2019). Here we use the 2 cm−1 resolution data set of Wong et al. (2019), while the theoretical cross sections were generated
using a Lorentzian line profile with a HWHM of 1 cm−1.

A feature of the MARVEL procedure is its active nature
which means that once new sets of assigned transitions be-
come available these can be added to the existing MARVEL
dataset and the MARVEL procedure can be re-run. The Exo-
Mol data structure means that line lists can then be updated
in a straightforeward fashion with out the need for the expen-
sive re-calculation transiton probabilities (Einsten-A coeffi-
cients); updates like this have already been made for number
of key molecules, for example AlO (Bowesman et al. 2021),
H+

3 and its isoptopologues (Bowesman et al. 2023) and twice
for formaldehyde (H2CO) (Abdoulanziz et al. 2021; Germann
et al. 2024). The current MM line list is highly accurate in far-
and mid-infrared region but loses accuracy at near-infrared
wavelengths. Not due to lack of measured methane spectra in
this region but the lack of assignments of these spectra. As
we and others address this issue and assign these spectra, the
results will be used to systematically improve the MM line
list.
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The states, transition, opacity and partition function
files for the CH4 line lists can be downloaded from
www.exomol.com. The open access programs TROVE and
ExoCross are available from github.com/exomol.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

CH4_band_centres_corrections is a list of TROVE J = 0
energy term values and corresponding empirical energy shifts
(EBSC).
SM_ch4_MM_pes_dms.zip contains subroutines and input

files for the refined PES and ab initio DMS of CH4.
12C-1H4__MM__model.inp is a TROVE input file contain-

ing the potential parameters as well as the TROVE config-
uration parameters.

Supplementary data are available at MNRAS online. This
includes the spectroscopic model in the form of the TROVE
input file (), containing all parameters as well as the experi-
mentally derived energy term values of CH4 used in the fit.
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